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Abstract9

We develop a Lagrangian stochastic model (LSM) of a volcanic plume in which the mean10

flow is provided by an integral plume model of the eruption column and fluctuations in11

the vertical velocity are modelled by a suitably constructed stochastic differential equa-12

tion. The practical purpose of the model is twofold: to provide more realistic profiles of13

the vertical spread of ash in the eruption column, especially above the level of neutral14

buoyancy, and as a potential dynamic model for a volcanic source in a long-range atmo-15

spheric dispersion model. The LSM is applied to the two eruptions considered by Costa16

et al. [2016] for the volcanic-plume intercomparison study. Vertical profiles of the mass17

concentration computed from the LSM are compared with equivalent results from a large-18

eddy simulation (LES) for the case of no ambient wind. The LSM captures the order of19

magnitude of the LES mass concentrations and some aspects of their profiles. In contrast20

with a standard integral plume model, i.e. without fluctuations, the mass concentration21

computed from the LSM decays (to zero) towards the top of the plume which is consistent22

with the LES plumes. In the lower part of the plume, we show that the presence of ash23

leads to a peak in the mass concentration at the level at which there is a transition from a24

negatively buoyant jet to a positively buoyant plume. The effects of the ambient wind and25

moisture are also investigated.26

1 Introduction27

Volcanic plumes represent the most powerful naturally occuring buoyant sources28

of airborne contaminants. The spread of volcanic ash downwind of the eruption column29

presents a significant hazard to aviation which motivates the development of mathematical30

models that enable its prediction. Models of the eruption column play a role in quanti-31

fying a volcanic source for a long-range dispersion model. While simple one-dimensional32

integral models of volcanic plumes [see e.g. Woods, 1988, 1993; Glaze et al., 1997; Mastin,33

2007; Devenish, 2013; Costa et al., 2016, and references therein] can provide the variation34

with height of bulk properties of the plume including the mass concentration, this latter35

quantity has the unfortunate property that it blows up at the top of the plume. The vertical36

profile of mass concentration produced by an integral model is then not suitable for ini-37

tialising a long-range dispersion model. One purpose of this letter is to present a model38

that can provide a more realistic vertical profile of the mass concentration.39

A second motivation for this study is the development of a model for the explicit40

treatment of volcanic plumes within a long-range dispersion model. Models of turbulent41

dispersion often take a Lagrangian form which provides a natural framework for mod-42

elling, for example, dispersion from a point source which is harder to model with an Eu-43

lerian approach. Typically, thousands of model particles are followed through a given flow44

field and statistics such as the mean concentration are calculated from the ensemble of45

particles. The resolved part of the flow field would, for realistic applications, normally be46

taken from a numerical weather prediction model while the unresolved part of the mo-47

tion is modelled by means of random increments to the velocity of the particles. These48

models, which are known as Lagrangian stochastic models (LSMs), can be rigorously for-49

mulated [Thomson, 1987] and have been very successful at reproducing observations [e.g.50

Thomson & Wilson, 2012].51

In most realistic dispersion models that are used for operational purposes, the La-52

grangian particles move independently of each other through the flow field. There is then53

an inherent difficulty in modelling a coherent process such as a volcanic plume using54

single-particle LSMs: the motion of individual particles or fluid elements depends on the55

buoyancy of all the fluid elements. Moreover, there is nothing to constrain two neighbour-56

ing model particles to be moving upwards with similar velocities.57

Several authors have attempted to model simple Boussinesq plumes using a La-58

grangian approach [e.g. Luhar & Britter, 1992; Anfossi et al., 1993; Weil, 1994; Heinz &59
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van Dop, 1999; Alessandrini et al., 2013; Marro et al., 2014]. In particular we consider the60

approach developed by Webster and Thomson [2002] and Bisignano and Devenish [2015]61

in which the mean flow is calculated from an integral plume model and the fluctuations62

are calculated using a suitably formulated stochastic differential equation (sde). Here we63

extend this approach to the modelling of volcanic plumes.64

In the next section we present the LSM which is formulated for a realistic atmo-65

sphere with non-uniform stability, ambient wind and moisture. In section 3 we consider66

numerical solutions of the LSM for various different cases: in particular we compare solu-67

tions of the LSM with an equivalent large-eddy simulation (LES) in the case of no ambi-68

ent wind.69

2 Lagrangian Stochastic Model70

The model of Devenish [2013] is used to provide the mean flow. The governing71

equations take the form72

dQm

dt
= Evp (1)

dMz

dt
= (ρa − ρp )gπb2vp (2)

dMi

dt
= −Qm

dUi

dt
i = x, y (3)

dH
dt

=
(
(1 − qva )cpd + qvacpv

)
TaEvp − gρaπb2vpwp

+
[
Lv0 − 273(cpv − cpl )

] dQl

dt
(4)

dQt

dt
= Eqvavp (5)

where, at time t, Qm = ρpπb2vp is the mass flux; Qt = ntQm is the total moisture73

flux (water vapour and liquid water; the model contains no ice); Ql = nlQm is the flux74

of liquid water; Mi = (upi − Ui )Qm (i = x, y) are the horizontal components of the75

momentum flux; Mz = wpQm is the vertical component of the momentum flux; and76

H = cppTpQm is the enthalpy flux. In equations (1)–(5) and the expressions for the fluxes77

vp =

√
u2
px + u2

py + w2
p is the total velocity in which upi (i = x, y) are the horizontal78

components of the plume velocity and wp is the vertical component of the plume velocity;79

n is a mass fraction and the subscripts l, v and t refer to liquid water, water vapour and80

the total moisture content respectively and we have nt = nv + nl ; cpp is the bulk specific81

heat capacity of the plume (to be defined below); ; b is the plume radius; g is the acceler-82

ation due to gravity; qv is the humidity; ρ is the density and T is the plume temperature;83

a subscript a refers to ambient whereas a subscript p refers to plume. The horizontal coor-84

dinates are x and y and z indicates the vertical coordinate. In equation (3) the components85

of the ambient wind speed are indicated by Ui (i = x, y). In equation (4) cpd , cpv and cpl86

are the specific heat capacities at constant pressure of the dry air, water vapour and liquid87

water respectively; Lv0 is the latent heat of vaporisation at 0o C.88

As is appropriate for a non-Boussinesq plume, the entrainment rate depends on the89

densities of both the plume and the ambient fluid [Ricou & Spalding, 1961; Morton, 1965;90

Rooney & Linden, 1996]:91

E = 2πb
√
ρa ρp ue (6)

where ue is the entrainment velocity. As the plume rises, sufficient heat may be trans-92

ferred from the particulate material to the plume gas (assuming that the gas-solid mixture93

is approximately in thermal equilibrium) to allow the plume to rise due to buoyancy. Once94

ρp . ρa , (6) reduces to the familiar form E = 2πbρaue [e.g. Woods, 1988; Mastin, 2007].95
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It is commonplace to assume that there are two entrainment mechanisms in a cross-96

wind [e.g. Hoult et al., 1969; Hoult & Weil, 1972; Webster and Thomson, 2002; Devenish97

et al., 2010a], one due to velocity differences normal to the plume axis and the other due98

to velocity differences parallel to the plume axis and that the two mechanisms are addi-99

tive. Devenish et al. [2010a] suggested that this additive entrainment assumption be an100

lm-norm:101

ue =
(
(α |∆u ‖ |)m + (β |∆u⊥ |)m

)1/m (7)

where ∆u ‖ and ∆u⊥ are the components of the relative velocity parallel to and perpen-102

dicular to the plume axis respectively, α and β are the entrainment coefficients associated103

with each entrainment mechanism and m > 1 is a tunable parameter. Throughout this104

study we take α = 0.1 and β = 0.5 which are consistent with previous studies [e.g.105

Hoult & Weil, 1972; Briggs, 1984; Devenish et al., 2010a,b]. For a source buoyancy flux106

F0 and an atmosphere with (constant) buoyancy frequency, N , and (constant) wind speed,107

U, the dimensionless wind speed Ũ = U/(F0N )1/4 characterises the relative importance108

of the ambient wind speed compared with the vertical velocity of the plume. Here, N is109

obtained from a least-squares fit to the potential temperature profile over the depth of the110

plume (above the volcano summit) and U is the average wind speed over the same depth.111

In reality the source buoyancy flux is negative; here F0 is taken to be an effective buoy-112

ancy flux once sufficient heat has been transferred to the gas phase to ensure a positive113

buoyancy flux. In the weak-wind limit, Ũ � 1, the first term on the right-hand side of114

(7) dominates. When Ũ � 1 the plume becomes bent-over and the second term on the115

right-hand side of (7) dominates. In both asymptotic limits ue is independent of m; the116

dependence on m is at its most sensitive for Ũ = O(1). Devenish et al. [2010a] found117

that m = 3/2 gave the best agreement with large-eddy simulations of buoyant plumes in a118

crosswind and field observations.119

The plume density, bulk gas constant and bulk specific heat capacity are calculated120

following Devenish [2013]. The plume density is given by121

1
ρp

=
ng

ρg
+

ns

ρs
+

nl
ρl

where the subscripts g, l and s refer to the gas, liquid and solid phases respectively. Above122

the lower part of the plume, the volume fraction of ash (and any liquid water) is suffi-123

ciently small that ρp ≈ ρg/ng . The mass fraction of gas can be derived from124

(1 − ng − nl )Qm = (1 − ng0)Qm0

where the subscript ‘0’ indicates the value at the vent and no fallout of either solid ma-125

terial or liquid water is assumed. The gas density (which includes both dry air and water126

vapour) is given by127

ρg =
p

RpTp

where Rp = qvRv + (1 − qv )Rd is the bulk gas constant [Woods, 1993] for the plume in128

which Rv is the gas constant of water vapour and Rd is the gas constant of dry air. The129

bulk specific heat capacity (at constant pressure) is given by130

cpp = ndcpd + nvcpv + nlcpl + nscps

where the subscript d refers to dry air; note that ng = nd + nv and ns = 1 − ng − nl . Here131

we assume that cp of any phase is independent of temperature.132

Phase changes between water vapour and liquid water are calculated following De-133

venish [2013]: liquid water condensate is produced whenever the water vapour mixing ra-134

tio, rv , is larger than the saturation mixing ratio, rsat , that is, rl = max(rt − rsat ,0) where135

rl is the liquid water mixing ratio and rt is the mixing ratio of the total water content.136

This can be expressed in terms of the mass fractions of water as137

nl = max(nt − ndrsat ,0)
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which clearly allows for the possibility that liquid water can evaporate due to entrainment138

of dry air. Analytical expressions for rsat , which is a function of the dry pressure, pd , and139

the local temperature, T , can be derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation on making140

use of rsat = εsesat/pd where esat is the saturation vapour pressure and εs = 0.62 is the141

ratio of the molecular mass of water vapour to dry air. For −35oC 6 T 6 35oC, a simpler142

expression is given by a modification of Tetens’ empirical formula,143

esat = 6.112 exp
(

17.65T
T + 243.5

)
, (8)

which is accurate to within 0.3% [Emanuel, 1994, p.117]. (Note that equation (8) requires144

that pressure is measured in hPa and T in degrees Celsius; to a good approximation pd is145

equal to the ambient pressure.) Of course, one would expect much higher temperatures in146

a volcanic plume but condensation is not expected to occur until temperatures within the147

range −35oC 6 T 6 35oC are encountered well above the plume source. Thus, for our148

purposes equation (8) remains appropriate. We also assume that any liquid condensate that149

forms remains in the plume i.e. the total water content is conserved.150

In the construction of the model, it is useful to re-write the vertical momentum-flux151

equation as an equation for the vertical velocity:152

dwp

dt
=

g(ρa − ρp )
ρp

−
vpwpE

Qm
. (9)

Equation (9) makes clear that the evolution of wp depends on the local buoyancy of the153

plume and that entrainment produces a deceleration of the plume. The sde for the fluc-154

tuating vertical velocity, w′p , is constructed from an analogous equation to equation (9)155

coupled with an LSM for w′p . Since we assume there are no fluctuations in ρ (either in156

the plume or in the environment), the sde for w′p is given by157

dw′p = −
vpw

′
pE

Qm
dt −

w′p

TL
dt +

1
2

(
1
wp

+
w′p

σ2
w

)
dσ2

w +
σ2
w

wp ρp
dρp +

√
C0ε dW (10)

where wp = wp + w′p , TL is the time scale on which w′p changes, σ2
w is the vertical-158

velocity variance, ε is the mean kinetic energy dissipation rate, dW is the increment of a159

Wiener process and C0 is the constant of proportionality in the second-order Lagrangian160

velocity structure function which typically has a value in the range 5 − 7 for homogeneous161

isotropic turbulence [e.g. Yeung, 2002]; we choose C0 = 6. The first term on the right-162

hand side (rhs) of equation (10) represents entrainment-related turbulence and is motivated163

by the form of equation (9) and consistency with Bisignano and Devenish [2015]. The last164

four terms on the rhs of equation (10) are those of Thomson [1987]’s LSM for inhomo-165

geneous turbulence (as would be the case for a one-point Gaussian joint velocity-density166

distribution). Note that the penultimate term on the rhs is often neglected [Stohl & Thom-167

son, 1999] but, as will be shown below, can be significant.168

It remains to specify the forms of σ2
w , TL and ε which are all functions of z. We169

expect σw to scale with w and TL to be related to the appropriate mean quantities in the170

problem. Hence, following Bisignano and Devenish [2015], we choose σw = α |wp |, and171

TL = b/|wp |. At the vent, TL is defined by the source radius and the exit velocity which172

is consistent with the eddy decorrelation time scale identified by Cerminara et al. [2016].173

Since174

TL =
2σ2

w

C0ε
,

[e.g. Pope, 2000, p.486] it follows that175

ε =
2α2w3

p

C0b
.
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3 Numerical Solution of the LSM176

The LSM presented in the previous section i.e. equations (1), (3) – (5), (9) and (10)177

are solved simultaneously using an Euler-Maruyama method. The fluctuating velocity178

component is initially drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance179

σ2
w . The results are computed following 100,000 independently moving particles. Integra-180

tion is terminated for each particle when wp becomes zero. The mass concentration per181

unit length, C, is calculated according to182

C(z) =
Qm0

∆z Np

∑
Nt

(# particles in each box) ∆t

where Qm0 is the source mass flux, ∆z is the depth of each box, Np is the number of par-183

ticles, Nt is the number of time steps and ∆t is the time step (or residence time).184

Results are presented for two eruptions: the weak and strong eruptions considered185

by Costa et al. [2016] with and without the ambient wind. The weak eruption is the 26186

January 2011 Shinmoe-dake eruption in Japan that produced a plume that reached about187

8 km above sea level [Hashimoto et al., 2012; Kozono et al., 2013; Suzuki & Koyaguchi,188

2013]. The strong eruption is based on the climactic phase of the Pinatubo eruption, Philip-189

pines, on 15 June 1991, during which the eruption column reached about 39 km above sea190

level [Koyaguchi & Tokuno, 1993; Holasek et al., 1996; Costa et al., 2013]. The source191

mass fluxes for each case are 1.5 Gg s−1 and 1.5 Tg s−1 respectively. The same initial192

conditions and profiles of the ambient quantities as used by Costa et al. [2016] are also193

used here.194

The results of the LSM are compared with corresponding results from a recent LES195

[Cerminara et al., 2016] for the case of no ambient wind. The LES plume region is de-196

fined as the subdomain where the mass fraction of a tracer is larger than 0.1% of its initial197

value. The maximum rise height of the LES plumes is determined from the mass flux: it198

is the level at which the mass flux falls below 1% of its value at the vent [see Cerminara199

et al., 2016, for more details]. The level of neutral buoyancy, zeq , is 9.3 km above mean200

sea level (msl) for the weak eruption and 20.3 km (above msl) for the strong eruption201

[Cerminara et al., 2016]. The jet length scale, LM , is the characteristic height at which202

the initial momentum-dominated jet becomes a buoyancy dominated plume. For a volcanic203

plume, LM is defined as [Cerminara, 2016, Section 3.6]204

LM =
L0

(2αRi)1/2

where205

L0 =
Qm

√
πρaMz

= b
√
ρp

ρa

√
vp

wp
206

Ri =
φ gQ3

m√
πρaM5

z

=
φgb

w2
p

√
ρp

ρa

√
vp

wp

and φ = hp/ha − 1 where hp and ha are the specific enthalpies of the plume and the207

environment respectively. The plume properties and those of the environment are evalu-208

ated at the vent level. In the Boussinesq limit L0 reduces to the vent radius for a vertically209

rising plume; in practice vp ≈ wp for a volcanic plume at the vent. In the same limit,210

LM reduces to the jet length scale defined by Morton [1959]. For forced plumes such as211

volcanic plumes, L0 � LM . For the weak eruption LM ≈ 0.35 km and for the strong212

eruption LM ≈ 4 km. At the vent level the plume is a mixture of three components: water,213

coarse particles and fine particles. For the weak eruption, the mass fractions are 3 wt.%,214

48.5 wt% and 48.5 wt.% respectively; coarse particles have a diameter of 1 mm and fine215

particles a diameter of 62.5 µm. For the strong eruption the mass fractions are 5 wt.%,216

47.5 wt% and 47.5 wt.% respectively; coarse particles have a diameter of 500 µm and217
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fine particles a diameter of 16 µm. The LES results to be presented below are for the up-218

wardly rising core of the plume.219
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Figure 1. The variation with height of σw/|vp | (red) for the LES plume for the (a) weak and (b) strong

eruptions. In both figures the dashed black line represents the value σw/|vp | = 0.1.

220

221

Figure 1 shows the variation with height of the ratio σw/|vp | along the centreline222

of the LES plumes. (Note that vp ≈ wp over most of the depth of the plume except at223

heights of order LM and at the plume top where wp becomes zero.) It shows that the as-224

sumption that σw = αwp where α = 0.1 is reasonable in the positively buoyant part of the225

plume. Towards the top of the plume, where it is negatively buoyant, and at a distance of226

order LM above the vent, i.e. the height at which there is a transition from a momentum-227

dominated plume to a buoyancy-dominated plume, the constant of proportionality signifi-228

cantly different from 0.1; in these regions wp has a turning point.229
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Figure 2. The variation with height of the normalised concentration for the (a) weak and (b) strong erup-

tions. In each figure the red line represents the LSM, the magenta line the LSM with no turbulence, the

cyan line the LES with the coarse mass fraction and the blue line the LES with the fine mass fraction. In the

normalisation of the concentration, the subscript ‘0’ represents the initial value at the vent.

230

231

232

233

The vertical profile of the mass concentration in the LSM is shown in Figure 2 for234

the case of no ambient wind both with and without turbulence. The latter case amounts235

to solving the plume equations alone i.e. equations (1) – (5) such that the concentration236

is given by πb2ρs . Figure 2 clearly shows that turbulent fluctuations have very little ef-237

fect on the concentration profile in the lower part of the plume but that without turbulent238

fluctuations the mass concentration increases very rapidly towards the top of the plume.239

This behaviour is explained by the fact that as wp → 0 at the top of the plume, b → ∞240
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(since Qm grows monotonically with height). In the case with turbulent fluctuations, parti-241

cles have different values of z when wp = 0 and this gives rise to the smooth peak which242

decays to zero at the top of the plume.243

Figure 2 also shows the vertical profiles of the mass concentration for the LES plume245

(i.e.
∫
S (z) ρp (x, y, z) dx dy where S(z) is the horizontal slice at height z of the LES plume246

region with positive vertical velocity). It can be seen that the maximum rise height of the247

LSM plume is broadly consistent with that of the LES plume. The LSM plume is better248

at capturing the order of magnitude of C and the vertical structure of the LES plume for249

the weak eruption than the strong eruption. This is also evident in the total mass within250

the plume (i.e.
∫

C(z) dz) shown in Table 1 for the weak and strong eruptions. The verti-251

cal profile of the fine ash fraction for the weak eruption shows a distinct lower peak and252

a broader higher peak; the magnitude of the upper peak is slightly larger than the lower253

peak. The profile for the strong eruption is dominated by the lower peak. The equivalent254

LSM plumes show pronounced upper peaks but only incipient lower peaks especially for255

the weak eruption. For both the weak and strong eruptions, the height of the upper peak256

in the LSM plume is consistent with the level of maximum radial spread found by Suzuki257

et al. [2016]. The presence of the solid phase in the LES plumes can lead to partial col-258

umn collapse, settling and re-circulation especially at z ∼ LM . This is particularly preva-259

lent in the strong eruption and leads to the formation of the significant lower peak in the260

concentration profile as shown in Figure 2b. However, since these processes are absent in261

the LSM, it does not explain why the LSM plume also exhibits a lower peak.

Case LSM LES

Coarse Fine Total

Weak 317 Gg 192 Gg 164 Gg 356 Gg

Strong 308 Tg 195 Tg 210 Tg 405 Tg

Table 1. The total mass in the LSM and LES plumes.244
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Figure 3. The normalised concentration for the LSM plume: (a) weak and (b) strong eruptions. In each

figure the red line represents the default case i.e. an ash rich plume (as shown in Figure 2) and the blue line

represents the case of a gas-only plume.

263

264

265

Figure 3 shows the LSM plumes with and without ash for both the weak and strong266

eruptions. In the absence of ash, the concentration does not exhibit a lower peak for ei-267

ther the weak or strong eruptions; this is particularly noteworthy for the strong eruption.268
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The height of the lower peak occurs, to a good approximation, at a distance LM above the269

vent, the height associated with buoyancy reversal i.e. a transition from negative to posi-270

tive buoyancy. In the LES plume this is the height at which partial column collapse tends271

to occur since material above this height is more likely to be carried aloft by the positive272

buoyancy. In the absence of ash, the plume is dominated by buoyancy from the vent up-273

wards and so no transition occurs.274
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Figure 4. The normalised concentration for the weak (top row) and strong (bottom row) eruptions. The

left-hand column is the case without the ambient wind and the right-hand column is the case with the ambient

wind. In each figure the red line is the default case (as shown in Figure 2), the blue line the LSM without

moisture and the cyan line the LSM with no ‘density acceleration’.

275

276

277

278

The LSM can be used to assess the importance of a number of different physical279

processes. In Figure 4 we show the effect of the ambient wind, moisture and the accel-280

eration due to the change in density with height (as represented by the penultimate term281

on the rhs of equation (10)). For all these cases, no equivalent LES data is available. It282

is immediately clear that the ambient wind has a significant effect on the rise height of283

the weak eruption with no appreciable effect on the qualitative morphology of the con-284

centration profile. It is also clear that neither moisture nor the ‘density acceleration’ have285

any noticeable impact on this case. For the strong eruption, it is clear that the ambient286

wind has no effect but that the moisture has a small effect on the vertical structure of the287

plume; the same can be said for the density correction.288

4 Conclusions289

We have presented an LSM of a volcanic plume in which an integral volcanic-plume290

model provides the mean flow and a suitably constructed sde gives the fluctuating vertical291

velocity. We compared the mass concentration computed from the LSM with data from a292

corresponding LES for the two eruptions considered in the volcanic-plume intercompar-293

ison study of Costa et al. [2016]. The LSM captures the order of magnitude of the mass294

concentration and aspects of its vertical profile. In qualitative agreement with the LES re-295
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sults, the LSM mass concentration decays to zero at the top of the plume. In contrast, the296

mass concentration computed from a standard integral plume model, i.e. without fluctua-297

tions, blows up at the top of the plume. As with the integral plume models considered in298

Costa et al. [2016] the LSM compares relatively well with the weak eruption but not so299

well with the strong eruption. The reasons for this are complex but are likely to include300

the rapid lateral spreading of the strong eruption and the relatively small ratio of zeq to301

LM for the strong eruption compared with the weak eruption. We showed that the pres-302

ence of ash alone is sufficient to produce a peak in the mass concentration at z ∼ LM , the303

height at which there is a transition from a negatively buoyant jet to a positively buoyant304

plume. Although for the LES plume the magnitude of this peak is likely to be determined305

by the complex flow features in the LES, their absence in the LSM and the standard inte-306

gral plume model suggests that LM plays an important role in the LES plume as well.307

The LSM developed here is designed to be used with realistic meteorological pro-308

files including the ambient wind. An analysis of the effect of ambient conditions on the309

two eruption columns showed that, as expected, the ambient wind affected the weak erup-310

tion but not the strong eruption. In contrast, ambient moisture had a small effect on the311

strong eruption but almost no effect on the weak eruption. The LSM can be used to pro-312

vide a vertical distribution of material for use in an operational dispersion model where313

the eruption column is often modelled as a uniform passive line source. Furthermore, it314

could be incorporated into a Lagrangian dispersion model to provide a dynamic source.315
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